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Going through Immigration 

入国審査 

 

 

Section 1: Dialogue (セクション 1：対話) 

Please read the following dialogue about the immigration processing. 

 

 (In the plane) 

Captain: Good morning everyone, our flight attendants will be giving you arrival cards 
for immigration processing. Please fill in your personal information and purpose of stay. 
Kindly use a black or blue pen to fill this out. Thank you! 

Flight Attendant: Excuse me. Do you have an arrival card already? 

James: No, I don’t have one yet. May I please have one? 

Flight Attendant: Here you go. Please follow the instructions carefully.  

James: Yes, I will. Do I give this arrival card back to you after I finish filling it out? 

Flight Attendant: No, kindly hold on to it until we land, and you go through immigration 
processing. 
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James: Oh, all right. Thank you! 

(During Immigration Processing) 

Immigration Officer: Hi, please show your ticket arrival, card, and passport.  

(Shows ticket and passport) 

Is this trip for business or for pleasure? 

James: It is for pleasure. 

Immigration Officer: Kindly look at the camera for picture taking. 

James: Yes 

Immigration Officer: All right, thank you! Enjoy your stay! 

James: Yes, I will! 

 

 

 

Section 2: Useful Expressions (セクション 2：便利な表現) 

Please take note of the following useful expressions. 

1. What should I put as my purpose of stay from the list of choices? 
2. Should I fill out 2 copies of the arrival card? 
3. Who do I give this arrival card to? 
4. My purpose of stay is for business. 
5. My purpose of stay is for pleasure. 
6. My purpose of stay is visiting family and friends. 
7. I have a connecting flight. 
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Section 3: Vocabulary Words (セクション 3：単語と表現) 

Please read the vocabulary word/expression with its definition and sample sentence. 

Vocabulary/Expression Sample Sentence 
arrival 
[uh-rahy-vuhl] 
noun 

Please wait for his arrival. 

process 
[pros-es] 
noun 

The immigration process has 5 steps. 

personal 
[pur-suh-nl] 
noun 

Please write down your personal information on 
this card. 

purpose 
[pur-puhs] 
noun 

What is purpose of stay? 

follow 
[folo-oh] 
verb 

You need to follow the rules. 

pleasure 
[plezh-er] 
noun 

It is a pleasure to meet you. 

 

Section 4: Completing the Conversation Exercise (セクション 4：会話の練習) 

Please complete the dialogue using the words from the box below. 

 (In the plane) 

Flight Attendant: Excuse me. Do you have an arrival card already? 

James: What is that? 

Flight Attendant: It is for immigration ________. You need to put in your _________ 
information and ______ of stay. 

James: Oh, I see. May I please have one? 

Flight Attendant: Here you go. You need to ______ the instructions carefully. 

James: Yes, I will. Do I give this arrival card back to you after I finish filling it out? 

Flight Attendant: No, kindly hold on to it until we land, and you go through immigration 
processing. 
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James: oh, all right. Thank you! 

(During Immigration Processing) 

Immigration Officer: Hi, please show your ticket arrival, card, and passport.  

(Shows ticket and passport) 

What is your purpose of stay? 

James: It is for __________. 

Immigration Officer: Kindly look at the camera for picture taking. 

James: Yes 

Immigration Officer: All right, thank you! Enjoy your stay! 

James: Yes, I will! 

arrival             pleasure              process              personal         follow          purpose 
 


